ABOUT INCOSE GLRC
The INCOSE Great Lakes Regional Conference (GLRC) is a medium-sized annual INCOSE systems engineering (SE) event organized by the INCOSE Chapters of the INCOSE Americas Sector North (Great Lakes) Region.

The GLRC was established in 2007 to provide a forum for supporting and promoting INCOSE and SE at the local Chapter and Regional levels.

The GLRC is strategically positioned “in-between” INCOSE’s smaller-sized chapter-level events and INCOSE’s two large-sized international events – the Annual INCOSE International Symposium (IS), held in July, and the INCOSE Annual International Workshop (IW), held in January.

The GLRC strives to deliver an exceptional high-value conference experience to attendees and presenters alike. Our approach is to provide an outstanding peer-reviewed program at a remarkably affordable price, with significantly less time commitment and travel expense than the INCOSE IS and IW events.

Website www.incose.org/GLRC

TOPICS / SUBMISSION TYPES
Abstract submissions of the 4 types listed below are sought. Theme-relevant topics relating to all aspect of SE, and from all sectors of industry, education and government are desired.

(1) Presentations and Panel Sessions (24-30 sought) for the 2-day, 3-track “core” GLRC program; Mon/Tues April 12-13.

(2) Presentations and Lectures (6-8 sought) for the INCOSE Systems Engineering Professional Development Day (SE-PDD) program, Tues April 13, to be live-streamed to INCOSE CAB, University, INCOSE Chapter and industry locations world-wide.

(3) Feature Presentations (3-5 sought) supporting the GLRC keynote and technical talk slots Mon-Tues April 12-13.

(4) Tutorials and Workshops (6-10 sought) for slots on Sun April 11 and/or Wed April 14.

PRESENTER BENEFITS
The GLRC appreciates that it is the presenters, panelists, and instructors who make the GLRC (and the advancement of INCOSE and SE!) possible. Please consider the benefits that the 14th Annual INCOSE GLRC is able to provide:

(1) Discount admission (est. 20-40%) to the GLRC and its activities. Free admission may apply in certain cases.

(2) Copyright ownership – GLRC uses INCOSE’s standard IP contract. Unlike many other conferences, you retain ownership of your work.

(3) Broadened exposure due to GLRC/INCOSE affiliations with other organizations (e.g., PMI, ASME, IEEE, SAE, AIAA, etc.), and Live-streaming.

(4) Five minutes or less to initiate your submission online using EasyChair. *

Key Dates
Deadline for Submissions * Nov. 30, 2020
Notification of Acceptance Jan. 11, 2021
Draft Presentation Due Feb. 8, 2021
Final Presentation Due March 8, 2021
Conference Dates April 11-14, 2021

Contact INCOSE GLRC14 Submissions Coordinator Dr. Robert Bordley at rbordley@umich.edu